Morcilla Monthly Supper Club - April is sold out, but more subscriptions will be added soon. Follow the link to join the waiting list.
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map marker pin3519 Butler Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15201


Reservations
Please call us at (412)-652-9924 for groups larger than 4.
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The family-style menu fosters a convivial environment with a focus on small plates, while Severino’s signature charcuterie program takes on a Spanish accent. The beverage selection features craft cocktails, wines and vermouth from Spain and an extensive sherry selection.
Read more about the restaurant
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Reviews
Review by - Google

                  Suraj M:
                  


Outstanding food. Probably the best food that i have eaten in Pittsburgh in terms of plating and flavours. All their dishes are beautifully flavoured and not too overwhelming. Amazing plating as well. Quite amazing



Review by - Google

                  Richard D:
                  


What a great date night spot! We were visiting from out of town, and the staff went above and beyond to accommodate our reservation. The food comes in small tapas style share plates and we had about 4-5 dishes between 2 people. We thought dessert was going to be similar in yield so we ordered 2, but 1 would have definitely been adequate. 



Review by - Google

                  Roddy:
                  


You can't miss here.  Every dish will be one of the best you had,  but especially the large chicken and rice plate.



Review by - Google

                  Alana R:
                  


Best restaurant I've been to in Pittsburgh! Every dish was so flavorful! Will definitely come back again to try other dishes on the menu



Review by - Google

                  Gary S:
                  


Intimate Spanish style restaurant. The food is consistently excellent. Great attentive service. A thoughtful wine list, focusing on Spanish wines and sherries, and nice cocktails as well.  Oxtail montadito, fried artichokes, grilled skate, and oyster mushrooms were superb.
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Location

3519 Butler Street
Pittsburgh, PA
15201


Hours

Tue, Wed, Thur
5:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Fri
5:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Sat
4:00 PM - 10:00 PM


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram page

Contact us

(412)-652-9924
eat@morcillapittsburgh.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


